Fitting instructions for

Mono pitch and flat canopies

TIMBER BATTEN FOR FIXING FROM UNDERSIDE

Mark out and pre‐drill 6mm holes at approx 200mm centres along the canopy fixing flange
(upstand).
Offer canopy to the wall and centralise it above the door opening. Mark off the position of both the
top and bottom of the canopy on the wall. Make sure your markings are straight and level. Remove
canopy.
Batten – see above. (Not required if sleeving existing concrete canopies)
Determine the thickness of the over laminated timber used on the inside of the canopy as this varies.
Measure up the same distance from the bottom of the canopy, mark and firmly attach a 100mm x
50mm (4" x 2") timber batten 50mm shorter than the entire width of the soffit – This will allow you
to screw up into the soffit later. (See above for position of batten)
Lift the canopy back into place. Drill and plug the wall, affix through the fixing flange using 2"screws
and plugs. Please ensure you use the appropriate coloured screw caps supplied.
Ensure canopy is flush to the wall then pilot and screw through the underside into the affixed timber
batten.
Brackets. (If brackets are to be fitted)
Offer the bracket up to the wall at each side of the door opening. Drill a pilot hole through the
bracket and mark the wall at these points. Drill and plug the wall using a 7mm masonry drill bit.
Screw the bracket to the wall using 3" screws (If large brackets are supplied 4" screws will be
needed). Do not over tighten hollow brackets. Packers can be used where fixing screws to stop any
distortion or damage to bracket.
Pilot and screw through the bracket into the canopy to pull tight and seal gap with appropriate
coloured sealant. (Do not over tighten)
Cover all visible screw heads with the appropriate coloured screw caps.
Seal canopy to the wall using and appropriate colour sealer.
Clean canopy using soap and water or a non‐abrasive cleaner.
Your Wentworth door canopy is maintenance free; however we recommend regular cleaning with
soap and water.
Care should be taken not to stand on the canopy as this may cause damage.
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